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ON THE ROAD: A HOME AWAY
FROM HOME
Travellers have always been drawn to the
open road in the United States with the
hope of charting their own course down
the highway of life – whether that be the
road less travelled, or those that have
seen better days.
As consumers look for new and
affordable travel experiences, Stylus
explores vehicle design and automotive
features with a correlation to hotel
interiors and amenities. We look at cool
camper vans, luxury automotive offerings
and new travel gadgets.
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Urban Outfitters and
Rookie Magazine
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Anderson
Opposite page:
Cricket Trailer

Domestic Downsizing
When air travel kicked into a high gear, interstate
highways and rural byways stood quietly by as travellers
sailed 30,000 ft overhead. Enter the economic downturn
and its dramatic impact on the concept of home
ownership.
During the 1960s, 1970s and 1990s, the home ownership
rate in the US rose by 1% to 2% throughout each decade,
with a slight dip in the 1980s. However, in 2004 the rate
increased 3% in only four years – from 66.2% in 2000 to
69.2%. It now sits at 65.4%, equal to 1997. This domestic
downsizing has resulted in a massive shift away from the
concept of staying in one place for 30 years or more.
Add to that escapist movies such as the 2012 film
adaptation of Jack Kerouac’s novel On The Road, Wes
Anderson’s Moonrise Kingdom and fashion bloggers
Tavi Gevinson’s much talked about Rookie Road Trip
collaboration with fashion retailer Urban Outfitters –
which are all fuelling the nostalgia of an outdoor lifestyle
and life on the open road.
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Cool Campers

“I want the Cricket to change travel patterns
and create new ones. I think RVs generally miss
a very important mark – why do people bring
their whole house with them? Everyone should
get outside more often. It is soothing, connecting,
educational and most of all fun. It is an antidote
or a complement to our busy lives. I think a
house on wheels is misguided.”
GARRETT FINNEY

Far from being unsightly hunks of metal tracking the
highways, the market is seeing a new breed of cool
design-conscious camper vans emerging – kitted out
with creature comforts and providing a sense
of familiarity.
Texas-based Garrett Finney, a former Nasa engineer and
designer of the Cricket Trailer, wants to facilitate how
we enjoy our free time outdoors. The Cricket Trailer is a
lightweight and compact mobile environment influenced
by the designs of Nasa’s efficient living quarters for outer
space. Made of composite aluminium panels and a
single-touch pop-up roof, it can be towed by any car due
to being lightweight.
The Cricket provides comfort and security, but also an
easy means to play and explore. A variety of options are
available – from basics such as a cook top, refrigerator,
shower system and portable toilet, to more advanced
conveniences air conditioning, heating and photovoltaic
panels. The idea is that you decide how you want to
camp and create a trailer that meets your needs.
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The charmingly titled Tiny Leaf House is the creation of
small home enthusiast Laird Herbert from Whitehorse,
Canada, who was inspired by the idea of building
his own home. After testing out several prototypes,
the result is a tiny portable home design that takes
up a small amount of space, is big enough to live in
comfortably and accommodates a family of four. The
luxury rolling house is built with FSC-certified tongueand-groove cedar siding and hardwood oak flooring, low
and zero-VOC wood finishes and paint, and triple-pane
Northern Windows.

The interior features a living area with sofa bed, raised
sleeping quarters, fully equipped kitchen, bathroom
with a compact bathtub and an open dining area.
Furthermore, the home has many self-sustaining
elements, including a composting toilet, propane tankless hot water system, propane GE range, half fridge,
Ecoheat electric baseboards, LED and halogen lighting
and a 35-gallon (132-litre) water storage unit.

Above:
Tiny Leaf House
Opposite page:
Volkswagen
Transporter
Doubleback
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The Volkswagen Transporter van has been around for
over half a century and has proved a popular vehicle
choice for campervan conversions. However, a UKbased company has taken this trend a step further with
the Doubleback. The vehicle features an electronic
extension that takes just 40 seconds to transform from
an ordinary van to a spacious RV. Originally designed
for sports enthusiasts, the van provides living space
alongside an area for equipment storage. The storage
space can be adapted into extra bedroom space,
allowing the van to sleep up to four people. Hand-built to
order, the manufacturers use materials utilised in aircraft
construction to create a strong but light automotive.
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Luxury Brands Do Road Trips
Sensing a shift in alternative leisure choices within their
clientele, luxury automotive brands are adapting their
offerings to cater for a sector that has traditionally been
geared towards the middle market.
The EXP 9 F concept is Bentley’s first foray into the SUV
segment. Its rear cargo area is kitted out with bespoke
picnic baskets, umbrellas and a built-in awning for when
the weather turns. The vehicle made its debut at The
Geneva Motor Show this year, but there’s no word yet on
plans to bring this package to the market.
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The Xplore Toyota FJ Cruiser was initially also created
as a concept vehicle but this time to explore the US
national parks and monuments. It comes equipped
with aftermarket accessories from ARB including a rooftop tent, camping chairs, safari snorkel (to funnel all
important clean, dry air into the engine bay), recovery
gear and rock sliders.
Taking inspiration from a different mode of transport, the
Rolls Royce Phantom Drophead Coupe’s sleek wooden
decking and smooth curves are based on 1930s yachts.
Adding yet more luxury to this vehicle, the boot features
a mini-fridge and section for glassware storage – perfect
for a bottle of champagne on the go.

Launched this year, the Ferrari FF is the brand’s first fourwheel-drive model. The sedan may feature a V12 engine
and a top speed of 208 mph, but is intended to be a
family car. The spacious interior seats four comfortably
and the 450-litre boot can be extended to up to 800 litres
by folding down the rear seats. The luxury interior features
Frau aniline leather and an infotainment system with rearseat screens so passengers can watch TV and DVDs
while travelling.

Above (clockwise):
Drophead Coupe, Rolls
Royce Phantom
Ferrari FF
Opposite page
(clockwise):
Bentley, EXP 9 F
Xplore Toyota FJ
Cruiser
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Gadgets
Adding weight to the dream of life on the open road,
several consumer electronic and accessory brands are
innovating with accessories to enhance the
road-trip experience.
For entertainment on the move, the Alfred Dunhill Mini
Projector takes movie night wherever you are. Described
by the brand as ‘compact yet powerful’, the projector
weighs in at just 250g but can be used to project
onto a screen of up to 60 inches. The projector can
connect to a range of different sources for ease of use,
including an iPhone. It comes in a luxury leather travel
case with space to store peripherals, to allow for easy
transportation in style.

The Philips Pebble PowerStation is a portable batterypowered charging device for use when travelling. For
example, the lightweight pocket-sized unit provides up
to two hours of extra talk time when your phone battery
runs low. Compatible with iPhones, iPads and anything
with a USB connection, the device also acts as a desktop
stand for hands-free video viewing.

Above(L-R):
Philips Pebble
PowerStation
Alfred Dunhill Mini
Projector
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Iconic German camera manufacturer Leica and luxury
French brand Hermès have created the limited-edition
Leica M9-P ‘Edition Hermès’ camera for their third
collaboration. With both brands focusing on world-class
quality and craftsmanship, the camera is both beautifully
styled without losing any functionality.

Selected features on the camera have been restyled by
Walter de Silva, while the calfskin that covers the body
and forms the camera strap is handcrafted by Hermès.
A silver chrome finish and anodized silver lens match the
metal protective caps. The camera is available in a set
that includes a handmade Hermès leather camera bag
and a souvenir book of Jean-Louis Dumas photographs.

Above:
Leica M9-P ‘Edition
Hermès
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Stylus Summary
Consumers are establishing a ‘new normal’ in the wake
of dramatic changes in the housing market, which is
resulting in a search for new experiences and a changed
perception of home ownership.
A new breed of design-conscious camper vans and
luxury vehicles – fitted out with creature comforts – are
offering a sense of familiarity even when miles
from home.
Adding weight to the dream of life on the open road,
several consumer electronic and accessory brands are
innovating with accessories designed to enhance
the experience.
Domestic downsizing has resulted in a massive shift
away from the concept of staying in one place for 30
years or more. Homeowners and renters alike have been
taking stock of their priorities.
Luxury brands should investigate the shift towards
alternative leisure activities, adapting offerings that have
previously been geared towards the middle market to
cater for new sectors.
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